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given him the slightest cause. He feels affronted if I attend a PTA
meeting. He is jealous of my women friends. I try to confine visits to
neighbors to the daytime, although daytime visiting is very little
pleasure. All of us have small children, and we spend our time bob-
bing our heads and our eyes to see what the youngsters are doing.
Just last week I ran next door and stayed a while, and in a jealous
rage Josh locked me out of the house. It wasn't the first time. I hate
being humiliated in that way but I have to escape for a few minutes
occasionally. We go practically nowhere. A drive-ia movie once a
month is big-time stuff for us.
Josh thinks his companionship should satisfy and stimulate me.
Yet he talks of nothing but his job and the bank, and I've grown to
detest the whole subject There may be prestige in his job, but pres-
tige won't support a family of five. After eleven years of working in
banks Josh earns &380 a month; that's no bonanza. He has to wear
good clothes, too. We can't afford to own our home. We rent a small,
cramped house on an inconvenient street. Josh disapproves of in-
stallment buying which means we do without nearly everything
that other couples take for granted. We don't even own a washing
machine. An electric iron is my most expensive piece of equipment
Fm still nursing along a pop-up toaster I bought when I was single.
Our rattletrap car is ten years old, and Josh needs it virtually all the
time. Banking hours sound like a snap to the public, but he puts in
endless overtime without extra pay, and his irregular schedule won't
allow him to join a car pool.
I believe I could take the financial sacrifices in my stride—econo-
mizing is no new thing to me—if Josh would treat me with dignity
and consideration. When he abuses me in the presence of our chil-
dren, when he shames me before the neighbors, I want to curl up
and die. There is an ache deep in my chest, in my heart I just can't
understand what happened to Josh and me.
When lie and I started out together, it appeared we had every-
thing in our favor. Our backgrounds were similar. We ware engaged
for six months; we had plenty of time to talk over our hopes and our
dreams. Both of us seemed to want the same things. We wanted a

